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The Dynamic Duo in East Asia
One of the many consequences that followed
the Second World War was the end of the "free"
security that geography had given the United
States. Technological advances made it possible
for other nations to project their power onto U.S.
territory. During the Cold War, Americans had
been attentive to world affairs, yet with the end of
that era turned inward, only to realize their folly
on September 11, 2001. An observer of world af‐
fairs, on the day before the terrorist attacks,
would have good reason to believe that the most
likely place to draw the United States into a war
would be in the Taiwan Strait or on the Korean
peninsula. Even though the United States and
many of its allies are waging a war against terror‐
ism in South and Southwest Asia, the dangers on
the eastern rim of the continent still remain. As a

Austin and Harris have a wealth of experi‐
ence in international affairs as both scholars and
practitioners. Austin was an analyst with the Aus‐
tralian Defence Intelligence Organisation, defense
and foreign affairs correspondent for The Sydney
Morning Herald, and Secretary of the Foreign Af‐
fairs, Defense, and Trade Committee of the Aus‐
tralian Senate. Harris was Deputy Secretary of the
Australian Department of Trade and then Secre‐
tary of the Australian Department of Foreign Af‐
fairs (subsequently Foreign Affairs and Trade), a
position roughly equal to being the chief of staff
to the Foreign Minister. Austin and Harris cur‐
rently hold positions at the Australian National
University in Canberra. Both have written on Chi‐
na and world affairs, but from an examination of
their footnotes neither apparently reads Chinese
or Japanese.

result, Greg Austin and Stuart Harris's Japan and

These two foreign policy scholars/practition‐

Greater China: Political Economy and Military

ers are clearly well informed on their subject.

Power in the Asian Century serves a useful pur‐

Their bibliography is seventeen pages long. The

pose in reminding readers that there are many

303 entries include fifty different American, Aus‐

other threats and problems in international af‐

tralian, Japanese, Chinese, Korean, French, and

fairs outside of Afghanistan and Iraq.

British media outlets, and most of the scholarly
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literature written in the 1990s on the foreign poli‐

perceptions of the other are the historiographical

cy of these two nations. Austin and Harris also use

disputes concerning World War II. A continuing

the Internet, finding many documents on the web

issue between the two nations is one of Japan is‐

sites of various governmental agencies, and infor‐

suing an apology for starting the conflict. That

mation from on-line databases.

Japan should express its regrets in some way for
initiating this war might seem obvious to most cit‐

The authors contend that China and Japan are

izens of its former foes. It is a testimony to their

status quo powers unwilling and/or unable to pro‐

fairness as scholars, however, that Austin and

vide much regional leadership in Asia and the Pa‐

Harris provide a good and reasonable explana‐

cific. "Overall, what has been important is that de‐

tion as to why Japanese officials have been less

spite ... substantial differences, both governments

than eager to express regret to the Chinese. While

have sustained a business-like approach to the

many Japanese nationalists continue to deny that

other. It is likely that this will become more diffi‐

events like the "Rape of Nanking" ever took place,

cult, given the greater concern of public opinion

influential officials and bureaucrats believe that

in both countries about the relationship, but both

Japan has already expressed its remorse officially.

governments will not abandon this approach ex‐

Others worry that the type of statement China de‐

cept under extreme duress. We have noted that

sires would expose Japan to financial liability.

whatever the public feelings towards each other,

Some see the issue as part of the Chinese Commu‐

there is no domestic constituency in either coun‐

nist Party's efforts to use history as domestic pro‐

try for a belligerent military posture" (p. 336).

paganda and are reluctant to give this authoritari‐

As the title of this study indicates, the authors

an institution tools to maintain its hold on power.

focus on areas of traditional interest to social sci‐

Finally, a good deal of public sentiment in Japan

entists specializing in international affairs, but

holds that while the actions of the 1930s were

there is more to this study. With regards to their

wrong, they were not particularly different from

approach, Austin and Harris explain, "This com‐

those of the imperial powers in other regions of

prehensive assessment of the multidimensional

the world. While Americans who subscribe to H-

Japan-China relationship suggests quite strongly

Diplo, particularly historians used to being ig‐

that traditional approaches to international rela‐

nored by policymakers, might think that the au‐

tions theory that analyse military or security im‐

thors exaggerate the influence of this issue, they

peratives independently of domestic social and

must remember that other societies give both ed‐

economic imperatives are inadequate to explain

ucators and the field of history far greater respect

the complex relations that exist between great

than that which they receive in the United States.

powers at the start of the twenty-first century" (p.

The next two chapters then move into more

5). Austin and Harris's inspection of social and

conventional territory which looks at security and

economic factors is a strength of the book and is

territorial issues. Leadership in both Tokyo and

well made. Military actions, after all, are the ef‐

Beijing sees the other nation as a security threat,

forts of a society to project and protect its political

but, according to Austin and Harris, the major

values, and it is worthwhile to get an idea of the

characteristic defining this element of their rela‐

forces at work in these two societies.

tionship is non-aggression. Each nation is confi‐

In their first two chapters, the authors exam‐

dent that there is no interest for their counterpart

ine some unconventional topics for their field.

in using military force to resolve their differences,

The two explore the place of cultural diplomacy

yet trust is largely absent from their relationship.

and exchanges in the bilateral relationship of

The foreign policy objective of China over the past

these Asian powers. An important component in

half-century has been the unification of the na‐
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tion. Japan understands this objective, and has

repair facilities, has a limited ability to absorb the

been quite consistent in maintaining a one-China

most modern technologies. When it comes to ex‐

policy. The Japanese, however, prefer the status

ports and imports, Austin and Harris argue that

quo or independence for Taiwan, and are invest‐

the amount of trade is large enough that both na‐

ing more in the Republic of China than in the Peo‐

tions have elements in their society with an inter‐

ple's Republic of China. Regardless of the form of

est in keeping political relations between their

the resolution, officials in Tokyo hope that it will

governments from deteriorating. "The claim that

take place peacefully. Austin and Harris believe

closer economic relations between any two coun‐

that Japan would respond to a war in Korea much

tries will of necessity reduce misperceptions, en‐

more rapidly than they would to a military inci‐

hance understandings and limit the likelihood of

dent in the Taiwan Strait or on the island itself.

conflict is never unqualified. But the record of
Japan-China economic relations is that some con‐

The book then moves into the economic as‐

nection of that sort can be made in this case" (p.

pects of the Japanese-Chinese relationship with an

275). Perhaps, but one should remember that the

examination of foreign aid and direct investment.

biggest trading partner of the United Kingdom in

In both cases, the capital travels west across the

1914 and 1939 was Germany, which did little to

Sea of Japan. Aid has had little political or eco‐

prevent either world war. In fact, one can make a

nomic impact on China, but many Chinese see it

reasonable argument that economic interdepen‐

as their due or as reparations. As a result, while

dence only made the pain of these conflicts that

the Japanese are having little impact with this

much more severe.

money, cutting it off would have costly repercus‐
sions. Japanese investment in China, on the other

In the final chapter Austin and Harris exam‐

hand, has had more influence, at least in certain

ine the regional order in Asia and the Pacific.

sectors and regions. Foreign investment from

"With the obvious exception of North Korea and

Japan has contributed to the growth of Chinese

the Taiwan Strait, the regional order in the Asia-

exports and most Japanese capital has found its

Pacific basically reflects a peaceful international

way into the Dalian region in the northeast corner

environment and through the ARF [Association of

of the country. Japanese investment in China is a

Southeast Asian Nations Regional Forum], the

sign of a healthy relationship. The Japanese are

countries in the region have subscribed to norms

encouraging economic and industrial develop‐

to that end. The evidence is that this is the prefer‐

ment in the hopes of getting political and social

ence of both China and Japan, as well as of others

stability. Austin and Harris conclude these chap‐

in the region" (p. 307). Austin and Harris then de‐

ters noting that foreign investment is a "signifi‐

scribe the issues that confront Chinese and Japa‐

cant and increasingly positive factor in the rela‐

nese interests in the various regions of Asia. The

tionship" (p. 241).

Taiwan issue, having been the sole subject of an
earlier chapter, receives little discussion here. Ko‐

The transfer of technology and bilateral trade

rea receives slightly more than three pages. The

is the subject of the next chapter. A key goal of

authors rightly describe the continuing division of

Chinese economic and national security policy is

the peninsula as an unfinished civil war just as is

to close the technological gap between itself and

the situation on either side of the Taiwan Strait.

the major industrial and economic powers. The

Given the potential for Korea to disrupt the peace‐

leadership in Beijing sees Japan as both a role

ful regional order, the brief account is surprising,

model and as a ready source of advanced technol‐

particularly in light of the lengthy discussion of

ogy. The authors point out that in many cases Chi‐

Taiwan.

na, with few trained managers, technicians, and
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As with most books, there are some blemish‐
es. Austin and Harris write in a fashion best de‐
scribed as competent. Like many works in inter‐
national relations and political science, the text is
littered with acronyms. Even though the authors
provide the abbreviations in parentheses immedi‐
ately after the first use of the term, a glossary
would be useful.
Readers should also know that they will find
little human agency in this work. Social forces
and institutional interests are the main forces that
Austin and Harris see at work in the China-Japan
relationship. This focus might not strike some as a
weakness, and to be fair, the authors wrote a
book focusing on the relationship between two
nation-states which requires a broad view. None‐
theless, this approach combined with the fact that
the authors use no Japanese- or Chinese-language
sources gives the book a vague feel. Austin and
Harris have identified some of the major forces at
work in the relationship, but in a general fashion.
In balance, the strengths of this study vastly
outweigh its shortcomings. Austin and Harris
have produced a useful, innovative study that
many,

including

policymakers--this

reviewer

hopes--can profit from reading if they wish to un‐
derstand the recent past in East Asia.
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